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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
GUNMAN KILLS 26 IN ATTACK AT TEXAS
CHURCH- On Sunday Nov. 5, a gunman opened
fire outside First Baptist Church in Sutherland
Springs, Texas, before continuing to fire inside
the church. Officials confirmed at least 26 dead;
with dozens more injured. The victims ranged
from infants to the elderly. As the suspect was
fleeing the church, a resident engaged with him,
causing the suspect to drop his rifle. The suspect
then drove away before crashing and was found
dead in his vehicle. The gunman had a history of
domestic abuse while working in the Air Force, a
fact that should have barred him from purchasing
firearms. Officials believe the suspect may have
been motivated by domestic disputes. Texas
Governor Greg Abbott took to Twitter to voice
support, sharing prayers for those affected. This is
the largest mass shooting in Texas’s history.
ARRESTS OF SAUDI ELITES CAUSE MAJOR
SHAKE UP- Saudi Arabia’s crown prince
Mohammed bin Salman had some of the
country’s most elite and wealthy citizens
detained by Saudi authorities. Among the dozens
arrested are members of the Saudi royal family,
cabinet members, industry leaders and former
government officials. One detainee was Prince
Miteb bin Abdullah, the leader of the Saudi
national guard and son ofthe previousking. Saudi
officials have named these actions as a part of a
fight against corruption in the country, though
others worry that this move was only meant to
bring more power to the crown prince. A decree
came with the arrests to create a committee to
investigate corruption, which would have the
power to take precautionary actions as deemed
necessary. Salman had previously promised to
combat corruption, noting that anyone involved
would be punished, no matter status.
TRUMP EMBARKS ON TRIP TO EAST ASIA-
President Donald Trump is currently on a 12
day trip across five Asian countries and Hawaii,
in which North Korean threats and trade are
anticipated to be the main focus. The President
began the trip at an air base in Japan, where
he spoke to service women and men on the
strength of the American military. He talked
of his accomplishments as president, saying
that the economy and military have done much
better since his election. He suggested that Japan
buy American weapons in order to protect
themselves. The President also told reporters that
it was probable that he would meet with Russian
President Vladimir Putin later in the week, noting
that the U.S. would need Putin’s help in regards to
North Korea. The President’s next stops are South
Korea, China, Vietnam and the Philippines.
ATTACK IN NEW YORK LEAVES EIGHT DEAD-
In what officials are calling a terrorist attack, a
man drove a truck through a bike lane in Lower
Manhattan on Oct. 31, killing eight people and
injuring about a dozen more. The suspect further
proceeded to run the truck into a school bus,
where upon getting out of the vehicle, he was shot
in the abdomen by a police officer. The victims
included two Americans, one Belgian and five
Argentinians. Authorities say that the suspect
gave interviews to police while in the hospital, but
they have not released what he said. FBI agents
have found images on the suspect’s cell phone
of ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and other
ISIS fighters. On Nov. 1 he was charged with one
count of providing material support to terrorists
and one count of violence and destruction of a
motor vehicle causing death. President Trump
tweeted that the attack was one of a “very sick and
deranged person.”
EX CATALAN PRESIDENT TURNS HIMSELF INTO
AUTHORITIES- Catalan’s ex-President Carles
Puigdemont and four other Catalan officials
turned themselves into Belgian officials Nov.
6. The five were wanted by Spanish authorities
after ignoring a court order to appear before a
judge Nov. 2. Instead of an appearance in court,
Puigdemont shared an online video message
alleging that the court’s actions were a threat to
democracy. Puigdemont considers himself to
be the rightful leader of Catalan. The charges
against Puigdemont include sedition, rebellion,
misuse of public funds, contempt and abuse of
authority. Puigdemont has noted that he went to
Belgium to gain European support for Catalonian
independence, not to escape the Spanish judiciary
system. He has been given a conditional release by
a Belgian judge, with a requirement that he and
the four other officials appear in a Belgian court
within 15 days.
BOOK ALLEGES COLLUSION WITH DNC AND
CLINTON CAMPAIGN- Former head of the
Democratic National Committee (DNC) Donna
Brazile disclosed an agreement made between the
Clinton campaign and the DNC in 2015 to give
the campaign control of the Democratic party’s
finances in a new book. Brazile served as interim
chairwoman of the DNC after the previous chair
resigned following the release of emails showing
that party officials worked together to impede
Senator Sanders’ campaign. In her book, Brazile
wrote of continued frustrations with the Clinton
campaign, saying that she considered replacing
Mrs. Clinton with the then Vice President Joe
Biden. However, Brazile would not have had this
power, instead the decision would needto be made
by the DNC. The Clinton campaign fought backat
these allegations, saying that Brazile’s descriptions
of the Clinton campaign are a “misportrayal.”
Sophia can be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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JENNY DURKAN ELECTED MAYOR OF SEATTLE
Quinn Ferrar
Staff Writer
Former U.S. Attorney Jenny Durkan
has surged ahead of Cary Moon in
the mayoral race, receiving more than
60 percent of the vote after the inital
ballot drop. Durkan is ahead of Moon
by over 20 percentage points, Moon
having received nearly 40 percent of
the vote.
Durkan andMoon, both Democrats,
ran on similar progressive platforms.
However, Durkan was considered the
more traditional candidate due to her
experience in state government and
her work as the first openly gay U.S.
Attorney. With endorsements from
Senator Patty Murray, Governor Jay
Inslee and many of the prominent
Seattle labor unions, Durkan solidified
the perception of her role as the
establishment candidate.
The decision of who to vote for was
difficult for some Seattle residents.
Jessie Dirks, a junior Environmental
Studies and Spanish major, originally
voted for Durkan in the primaries, but
she supported Moon in the general
election. She was interviewed before
the election and said it was a tough
decision because both candidates are
qualified and take similar stances on
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
Mayoral candidates Jenny Durkan and Cary Moon debated in a candidateforum weeks ago in the Nagomi Tea House.
important issues.
“The vibe I get from Jenny Durkan
is that she’s more of the authority
figure, and that she really knows what
she’s doing,” Dirks said. “She has a lot
of leadership experience and I think
she would be really straightforward...
Cary Moon [is] an urban planner,
and in her writing, I hear more
about collaboration.”
Dirks had especially noted that
Durkan’s statement in the voter
pamphlet concentrated on her own
experienceand ability to lead from the
top down, while Moon’s statement in
the voterpamphlet spoke to equity and
distribution of power. Both candidates
had similar liberal platforms, but for
some voters it came down to one or
two differences.
“The other issue that stuck out
for me is that Cary Moon doesn’t
want to keep doing the encampment
sweeps, and I think that it is not the
right approach to kick people out and
magically expect them to have a place
to go,” Dirks said.
The decidedly divisive issue of
homeless encampment sweeps is
one of the main points where the
two candidates differed. Durkan is
a firm supporter of removing the
unsanctionedhomeless encampments
due to safety concerns, but she has
proposed other strategies for tackling
homelessness, including rehabilitation
and mental health care.
When Durkan came to Seattle
Uniyersity in October for a mayoral
debate, she spoke to the Spectator
about an issue near and dear to the
Seattle U community: housing.
“I think we have to dedicate more
resources for figuring out [affordable
housing] at all our universities [and]
make sure that the students can afford
to go here because it’s a real barrier
for people—particularly if we want
to attract more kids who are from
disadvantaged neighborhoods or
backgrounds,”Durkan said.
Durkan came in first in the
primaries with about 28 percent of
the vote, while Moon barely came in
second with only 17 percent of the
vote. As of the end of October, Durkan
had collected $937,409 in campaign
contributions, almost three times as
much as Moon. Her expenditures were
estimated at $674,414—more than
double whatMoon spent. Durkan also
outstripped Moon in contributions
to People for Jenny Durkan, an
independent expenditure committee.
Comcast and CenturyLink donated
more than $50,000 to a business group
NOVEMBER 8,2017
supporting the committee.
Approximately 22.86 percent of
registered voters voted as of the first
count, which is low, but all the ballots
have not been counted yet. King
County Elections will continue to
count the ballots and publish updated
results once per day until Nov. 28. At
that time the election results will be
certified, and the elected mayor will
start working that day due to former
Mayor Ed Murray’s resignation.
Eric Sype, former SGSU President,
watched the on-campus debate
because he thinks being informed and
voting is important.
“It is really important to be part
of the political process and to use
the political powers that are given to
you, and we have a lot of exposure to
candidates for high office like mayor,
which is kind ofcool,” Sype said.
Turnout for local elections tends
to be low compared to national
elections, and this is true for young
voters in Seattle. In the last mayoral
election, residents 65 and older voted
at more than twice the rate of voters
ages 18-25. This gives older voters a
disproportionate say in who elected
officials will be.
Voter registration is usually low
at universities due to a lack of
perceived ties to local politics by
out-of-state students and the effort it
takes to register. However, the issues
covered in this race, specifically
affordable housing and access to
higher education, are pertinent to
Seattle U students.
The Seattle Times called the
election for Durkan, but Moon has yet
toconcede.
“There’s a lot of votes left to be
counted, but...we are feeling really,
really good about where we are, and
I think you guys should celebrate,”
Durkan told supporters at her
election party.
Quinn may be reached at
qferrar@su-spectator.com
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VETERANS CENTER EXPANDS RESOURCES FOR FORMER SERVICE PEOPLE
Frances Divinagracia
Volunteer Writer
There is a population of about 380
veterans on campus working or
studying here at Seattle University,
each with their own unique story
and experience. With Veterans Day
around the corner, knowing about the
multitude of resources and services
offered for these veterans could
help create much-needed visibility
that would instill a greater sense of
community within the university.
Almost three years ago, Seattle
University had little-to-no resources,
services or programs available on
campus. Thomas Hove, who was an
undergraduate student at the time,
now the current Veterans Navigator
for the Outreach Center, decided
to take on the role of president
for the Seattle University Veterans
Community (SUVC) when a lack of
leadership left its future unclear.
“As a group, we sat down and
started talking about our experiences
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
SUVC’s Vice President Drew Shapiro compares his experiences as a veteran at Syracuse U. and Seattle U.
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navigating SU and eventually came
to the conclusion that all of our
experiences were experiences of us
being left to navigate these systems
like the VA [Veterans Affairs], [the
university] and community resources
on our own,” Hove said.
Hove and the SUVC planned
to create an environment for the
veterans that would provide them
with easy access in communicating
with one another, and finding outside
services that would honor the benefits
provided for them.
At the beginning of fall quarter last
year, the SUVC tested out a veterans’
resource center, originally called the
“Redhawk Resource Hub,” for these
veterans to have an on-campus space
to go to if they needed help with
anything. It proved to be successful
in bringing in students and getting
them connected with services, which
led to the university’s development of
the Outreach Center this summer—a
place of support for veterans and first-
generation students.
“This is a huge milestone for our
veterans, military members and
dependents that are on or associated
with SU,” Hove said. “We have the
ability to get veterans connected
to outside agencies, like the VA
hospital or VA benefits, right there in
the center.”
Along with the Outreach Center,
Hove believes that visibility and
awareness of the veteran culture
on campus from non-veteran
students could help improve their
overall experience in understanding
their needs.
“I think our faculty, staff, leaders
[and students] could all benefit from
cultural awareness and learning
how to best support these [veterans]
through their academic, professional
and personal journey here at Seattle
U,” Hove said.
Acting Vice President of the SUVC
Drew Shapiro was pleased with
how much support and services
were offered for veterans at the
university compared to the lack of
those resources at the time of his
undergraduate studies at Syracuse
University. Shapiro, who is studying
for a law degree and a master’s degree
in business administ ration, still
believes that more workcould bedone
for the veterans on campus to let their
voices be heard.
“There are definitely [student
veterans] out there that are feeling
like they are slipping between the
cracks and not being heard, and that’s
[SUVC’s] function—to help people,”
Shapiro said.
Shapiro and the rest of SUVC really
want to work on providing that extra
assistance for the student veterans
on campus. They have emphasized
connecting with the rest of the student
population that are non-veterans to
help create and build a larger sense of
community across Seattle U.
He believes this extra support would
be the most helpful for VA paperwork
and the Yellow Ribbon Program, a
provision of the GI Bill that allows
for veterans to attend private schools
and graduate programs that cost more
than the regular state tuition.
“We have a monthly pancake
breakfast, biweekly beer crawl and
coffee and donuts with a vet,” Shapiro
said. “We work really hard to get
community involvement and not just
from veterans, to connect people from
the greater campus with veterans.”
President of Student Governmentof
Seattle University, Pa Ousman Jobe, is
aware that many services are available
for the student veterans on campus.
“I know the Outreach Center
is meant to serve as a hub for the
veterans’ community,” Jobe said.
“They also help veterans in navigating
the different resources accorded to
them as veterans.”
The SUVC will be hosting a 5k event
on the observed Veterans Day, this
Friday, Nov. 10 at 10 a.m., and invite
everyone to come participate and get
to know the veterans’ community.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
GREEN SEATTLE DAY HELPS SEATTLE REMAIN THE EMERALD CITY
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
Last weekend, a flurry of snow
engulfed Seattle, marking the
beginning ofthe city’s sweater weather
season. Even with the surprise of this
snowy day, the snowfall did not stop
the 1,255 volunteers who showed up
to plant trees and other native species
in parks across Seattle.
The ultimate goal of the Green
Seattle Partnership, who organized
the event, is to restore 2,500 acres of
public land in Seattle by 2025.
“We hope that by 2025, all of these
green spaces in Seattle will be healthy
trees and native plants instead of
invasive species like blackberry,” said
Dee Dunbar, a volunteer with Green
Seattle Partnership.
Nov. 4 was the 12th annual Green
Seattle Day, and Seattle Parks and
Recreation, non-profits, volunteers
and forest stewards from around
Seattle dispersed to parks around the
city to get down in the dirt and plant.
Several students from Seattle
University got involved in the planting,
including folks from Food with Spirit,
Engineers for a Sustainable World and
Green Team.
Emma Rusin, a first-year
Environmental Science major, was
one of the students who volunteered.
“I’m really into helping people and
TAYLOR GUY • THE SPECTATOR
the environment. So this was a cool
opportunity to do so. Also, I’m not
from around here so it was a cool
opportunity to get involved with the
local community,” Rusin said.
A group of Seattle U students went
to Lewis Park, where 285 native plants
were buried in the soil and mulched
around. Some, but not all of the
species that were put in were Sword
Fern, Dwarf Oregon Grey, Bleeding
Heart, Cascara, Black Hawthorn
and Oxalis.
Lewis Park is a natural area in
Beacon Hill, containing a pathway
that winds its way through the trees. It
is aconvenient way toget the feeling of
being in a forest away from the hustle
and bustle of the city without actually
leaving Seattle.
This is nice for folks who do not
have access to the secluded woods.
The park was abandoned and filled
with invasive species and trash for
a long time, but in 2007 a group
called Friends of Lewis Park began
restoration work in the park. There is
still work to be done, but the park now
hosts a variety of native plants and
animals, and has a newly constructed
path that allows communitymembers
to walk through the park and enjoy
the sights and sounds.
This progress would not have been
possible without the help ofvolunteers
from the Seattle community.
“The communityofSeattle shouldbe
really proud of themselves. When we
started this work in 2007, you couldn’t
even walk through this area because
it was so invaded with blackberry,”
Dunbar told a circle of smiling faces
of volunteers in Lewis Park.
After the planting and mulching
was complete, the volunteers
again gathered at the Jefferson
Community center for a free lunch
of chili, cornbread and salad. Event
sponsors were present to talk to the
people present.
The sponsors and organizations
involved advocated for a variety of
social and environmental justice
initiatives and informed community
members about issues such as
environmental racism, pollution and
NOVEMBER 8,2017
deforestation. In an attempt to build
community and spread information,
brochures were handed out and
representatives were on site to explain
what their company does to help
the environment and people around
the city.
Peter Kalmes, a volunteer with
Seattle Parks and recreation, described
the work that goes into setting up
Green Seattle Day each year.
“It’s a lot ofplanning,” he said. “The
planning is a year long process and as
soon as this year’s event is finished,
Forterra will begin planning for
next year.”
Forterra is a Pacific Northwest
based nonprofit that works to preserve
and restore natural land, promote
sustainability initiatives for cities
and farms and partner with local
organizations to do projects such as
Green Seattle Day.
According to data provided by
Forterra, Washington’s population is
projected to increase by 1.5 million
people in the next 30 years, and the
state has already lost 570,000 acres
of farmland in the past decade. The
company has restored 7,800 acres
of land in cities throughout the
Pacific Northwest, and their goal
is to continue this work and create
healthy cities and farms for the
growing population.
The Pacific Northwest is known for
its green forests and natural beauty,
and events like Green Seattle day are
working to uphold this legacy.
“It’s all about taking natural forested
areas and park land and once a year
trying to make them green again,”
Kalmes said.
Of course, it is an ongoing process,
but events like this often raise
awareness and spur people into action.
The community can be proud of
their work last Saturday; a total of
10,034 native plants were placed in
22 sites throughout Seattle, setting a
new record for Green Seattle Day. The
Emerald city just got a little greener.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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PROVOST SEARCH RECAP: SHANE MARTIN & TOM STRITIKUS
Rania Kaur
Volunteer Writer
A Provost at Seattle University is
' involved with academic and student
affairs acting as the bridge between
facultyand students to administration.
Since March 2016, Seattle U’s
community along with consulting
company Issacson, Miller have been
engaged in the hunt for a new Provost.
Since the search began, Vice
President for University Planning
and Vice Provost Robert Dullea has
been serving as Interim Provost.
Although two finalists were decided
upon earlier in the year, President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. decided not to
offer the position of Provost to either
of the candidates. In April 2017, the
Provost Search restarted and has now
narrowed down to four finalists, two
of which have spoken in the open
forums held on Oct. 31 and Nov. 2.
Shane Martin, who spoke on Oct.
31, is currently the Dean of Loyola
Marymount University’s (LMU)
School of Education and the Dean
of Graduate Studies. He is also a
state commissioner to the California
Commission on TeacherCredentialing
and a founding member of Deans for
Impact, currently serving on their
Executive Committee.
“I come to you as someone who
stands on the outside of your
institution and I’m looking in, so in
no way do I come to present a vision
for Seattle University,” Martin said.
“I think that wouldn’t be quite right
at this point. What I have gathered
are some reflections and some
opportunities, some that I think
that are perhaps unique to Seattle
University and others that I think are
challenges and opportunity that I see
in higher education.”
The second finalist is Tom Stritikus
who spoke on Nov. 2. Currently
Stritikus is currently the Deputy
Director of Education at the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation also
serving on the Global Learning
Initiative to build strategies to improve
education in Sub-Saharan Africa
and South Asia. Prior to his current
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position, Stritikus was the dean of
the University of Washington (UW)
College of Education.
“What I can commit to is just a
real willingness to listen and to be
pushed,” Stritikus told the audience.
“I do have strong opinions, but I am
also someone who fully understands
that listening is not the art of thinking
what you are going to say next. I get
that, and I am really willing to roll my
sleeves up
and listen.”
In the open forums, both finalists
shared their approach to tenure for
adjunct faculty, cutting programs,
shared governance and faculty
research, as well as touching on
student loans and tuition options.
With regard to tenure, Martin drew
back from his experience at LMU,
saying that tenure looks different in
both schools. He believes that it’s about
finding balance between academic
freedom and faculty accountability.
He wants to look at program quality,
data and the feedback loop before
making a decision.
In a similar vein, Stritikus responded
to a question on adjunct unionization.
He recognized that this is one of the
most important questions, and he
said he doesn’t know enough on this
topic to speak specifically. He said
that he does believe in unions and
that no matter what form that group
comes to the provost, it is the provost’s
obligation to work with the faculty.
On the topic of tuition as sustainable
source of revenue, as opposed to
endowment-driven universities like
University of Washington, Martin
said that institutions simply can’t do
business as usual and that the old
model of increasing tuition is no
longer sustainable. Instead, he believes
the university needs to look for
efficient revenue strains while keeping
the context of a Jesuit institution and
our mission in mind.
Stritikus had a different approach,
saying that it’s important to allocate
funds more strategically. He believes
that if institutions are deliberate
about their spending, they can better
navigate budget restrictions.
After talking with Stritikus and
Martin, Mariah Ramirez, President
of the Graduate Student Council
at Seattle U, said that the two
candidates reflected two distinctly
differentperspectives.
“Tom Stritikus seems more business-
focused and approached the interview
from a practical perspective,” Ramirez
said. “Shane Martin spent more time
focusing qn the academic aspect of
the job.”
Deena Gonzalez and Judith
Karshmer, the other two finalists, have
Open Forums this week—Gonzalez’s
was on Tuesday, and Karshmer’s will
be Nov. 9 from 12:30-1:45 p.m. in
Pigott Auditorium. The biographies
of the candidates are posted on the
Seattle U website, and the new Provost
will be announced later this month.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE MAYOR PROMISES TO MAKE STREETS EMISSIONS FREE BY 2030
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
New York City, Paris, Mexico City,
London and eight other cities
including Seattle, have signed onto
the C40 Fossil Fuel Free Streets
Declaration—a promise to use only
zero-emissions buses by 2025 and to
make major portions of their cities
emissions free by 2030.
On Oct. 23, Mayor Tim Burgess
joined the declaration that was made
to combat climate change, reduce
congestion and provide cleaner air
for citizens.
“We have seen the devastating
impacts of climate change all around
us this year, from crippling hurricanes
to deadly wildfires,” Mayor Burgess
said in an email statement. “To fight
climate change, we are joining cities
worldwide to lead on meeting the
goals of the Paris Accord, including
a significant commitment to public
transportation and electric vehicles
that move people through our city
faster and cleaner.”
A press release on the Mayor’s
website mentioned that Seattle has
partnered with King County in
climate change action, with King
County Metro committing to make
any new buses emissions-free by 2020.
The statement also noted that
the city has already made changes
and incentives to move towards
being emissions-free, including the
Oil Home Conversion and Seattle
Building Tune-Up programs. The Oil
Home Conversion program provides
incentives for updating to energy
efficient heat pumps, while the Tune
Up program helps building owners
find ways to reduce energy costs.
The declaration pledges to fulfill
this commitment by increasing the
accessibility of alternative forms of
transportation. This would be done
by using zoning and building codes to
create walk-able “urbanvillages.”
On the C40 website, the cities
submitted detailed plans of steps
taken and to be taken to make
streets cleaner and more walker and
cyclist friendly.
Professor of Public Affairs Jonathan
Pierce spoke on the nature of
pledges like this, describing them as
aspirational goals. He noted that an
issue for this type ofpolicy is changes
in authority.
“The probability that an individual
would be elected, either mayor and/or
enough individuals on the citycouncil,
to help block, revise this aspirational
goal I would say is relatively high,”
Pierce said.
Pierce also questioned the logistics
of implementation and feasibility of
such a drastic change. He mentioned
that he generally views policies such
as these as symbolic agenda items that
keep thepublic engagedwiththe issues.
However, he worries that sometimes
residents and politicians sometimes
don’t consider the economic impact of
existing institutions and jobs.
“I thinkthatdoesn’tmean necessarily
that we shouldn’t do this, but those are
all things that need to be considered
when taking this approach,” he said.
Economics Professor Stacey Jones
said that industries that don’t adjust
to similar policies in time might
lose sales to those who are already
producing electric cars, but she does
not think that the technology is too
far behind.
GRIFFIN LEEMON • THE SPECTATOR
1-5 maintained a moderate level oftraffic midday on Sunday.
“My sense is that the auto industry
has known that there’s been some
potential shifts like this, they may
have called the election in the wrong
direction, they may have thought this
was coming sooner rather than later,
so I don’t think they’ll necessarily be
surprised,” Jones said.
Jones did say that the economic
impact is not entirely obvious at this
point and that it is not clear how costs
of electric vehicles would change. She
said reactions from automakers may
vary, as some would be afraid of being
on the wrong side of the fight and
damaging their brand, while others
may still fight against these policies.
Pierce spoke to the importance of
automakers in pledges such as these,
emphasizing that the goal of the
industries involved is not pollution,
but profit.
“The negative externality is
pollution. So, [lawmakers should]
make it not profitable to pollute, [and]
put such regulations and prices on
that cost to pollute so it no longer is
feasible,” he said.
Pierce acknowledged however that
this type of regulation would need to
happen at the federal level, though if
enough cities pass policies such as this
NOVEMBER 8,2017
itcould create enough pressure on the
federal government.
Mayor Burgess’s plan is a step in that
direction, promising to collaborate
with partner cities to “lead a nation-
wide EV procurement effort to spur
market innovation for zero emission
light, medium and heavy-duty
vehicles by leveraging our combined
purchasing power.”
Pierce added that cities could take
other steps to reduce emissions. He
pointed to London, which created
a tax on vehicles entering the fity
to mitigate vehicle congestion. He
said that this would have a similar
impact on emissions as a ban would,
as it places expenses and restrictions
on drivers.
Lastly, Jones suggested that timing
is critical for this pledge. She said that
the next step is to build infrastructure
and incentives for citizens to gradually
prepare for the commitment.
“It’s somewhat radical,” Jones said.
“But I think it’s possible, having
witnessed other changes take place
that didn’t seem possible.”
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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With every presidency comes change.
Even though it might not be visible on
the surface, the decisions made by the
new occupants ofthe White House not
only affect political discourse across
the country, but seep into the daily
lives of Seattle University students.
For some students and faculty, the
stakes of the Trump administration
are different and the effects are more
closely linked to their personal
identity. Seattle Us Muslim Student
Association (MSA) said that they have
been fighting Islamophobia for much
longer than the Trump administration
has been in power.
During Ronald Reagans presidency,
for example, the administration
wrote a memo that detailed a
government plan to round up
thousands of nationals from eight
majority-Muslim countries and place
them in detainment facilities while
they awaited mass deportation. In
addition, After the attack on Sept. 11,
2001, the Bush administration began
detaining foreign nationals deemed
threats to American safety to be sent
to Guantanamo Bay.
“It has been packaged and presented
in different ways, like maybe now
we have a president that is going
to tweet about Islamophobia, but it
hasn’t changed the rhetoric at all,”
said Haleema Bharoocha, the Vice
President of MSA.
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Bharoocha feels that the recent
expressions of hate have been an eye-
opener for many non-muslims, yet
for her a sense of sadness comes with
thinking that something detrimental
must happen for people to see the
problem. Bharoocha hopes that the
support does not pass, but many times
she sees involvement disappear along
with the headlines.
“Who is going to stand for
justice when no one else is? Asking
those kind of questions, I think,
is really important when it comes
to the involvement of students,”
said Bharoocha.
The monthly “Allyship in the Age
of Islamophobia” workshops are one
way the MSA engages with people
who want to become more politically
active. The workshops seek to break
stereotypes, instruct bystanders on
how to intervene in the case of a hate
crime and explain the meanings of
words such as “jihad” and “sharia.”
The club plans to host these events
for much longer than the four-year
presidency.
“Islamophobia, racism and hate
will still be around even if he isn’t
president,” said Anab Nur, president
of the MSA. “But, if he continues to
do things that directly affect muslim
people then we will react to it if we
need to.”
Other people have been brought to
action as well. The rising uncertainty
of the future of the Affordable
Healthcare Act brought Seattle
U student Izzy Laythe Rodriguez
to action. She even contacted her
local representatives.
Rodriguez lives with an extreme
case of Type 1 diabetes for which she
requires two types of medication and
a continuous glucose monitor which
she wears all day. Under her mother’s
insurance, Laythe would be paying
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
Protesters crowded downtownstreets days after the presidential election.
$200 a month for her medication.
Under Apple Health, Washington’s
Medicaid, she is able to reasonably
afford her prescription. However, she
still struggles to pay for her glucose
monitor and otherrelated supplies.
“I had to make a GoFundMe
because they consider my continuous
glucose monitor a luxury item, even
though it has saved my life multiple
times,” said Laythe Rodriguez. “I can
tell you, 100 percent, that without the
I'i k
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Affordable Care Act [ACA] I wouldn’t
have been able to stay at SU. With the
Trump administration attempting to
repeal the ACA and not having any
sort of sufficient replacement, it has
been super stressful.”
The American Health Care Act
and the Better Care Reconciliation
Act were two possible Republican-
sponsored replacements that were
both turned down in the Senate.
However, Trump’s new executive
orderruns the risk of high premiums,
less coverage and lacking protection
for those with pre-existing conditions.
Rodriguez and her sister both
regularly call representatives for
Washington and Pennsylvania. She
has her spiel for when she is sent to
voicemail: she begins with her story
and then expresses her opinion on the
health care reform.
Most of the time, all she gets is a
beep on a message recorder or a quick
“Okay, thank you.”
In addition to student action,
departments in Seattle U and
professionals in higher educationhave
needed to adjust in the Trump era.
“[The Trump administration] calls
me as the president to make sure there
is integrity in the way in which I carry
out my role,” Sundborg said. “Itmakes
me think about whatmy language and
my rhetoric is, in terms of thinking,
‘Is it civil and is it respective of
others, as well as being more aware
of my unacknowledged biases or
discriminatoryways?”’
For departments on campus, their
mission is not to specifically respond
to the particular administration,
but instead respond to the needs of
the students.
“We’re not tethered to the
presidency,” said Assistant Director
of the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA) Michelle Kim. “Instead, this
space is for any of our marginalized
groups on campus, students, and even
staff and faculty, to feel like they are
part of an open community.”
The OMA deals with addressing
travel bans and immigration policy
from the Seattle U perspective by
hosting timely events through OMA
Speaks. These events occur every
third Thursday of the month to open
up a conversation about current
topics related to identity, diversity
and inclusion. OMA Speaks dialogues
include “Undocumented and
Unafraid,” an event to raise awareness
and inclusivity of undocumented
students and “Meet a Muslim,” to add
dimension to the Muslim identity.
Furthermore, Assistant Directors
Michelle Kim and Tyrone Brown
organized events titled “Questioning
Whiteness” for students, staff and
faculty to write about their own
experiences withwhiteness during the
first 100 days of Trump’s presidency.
“Whiteness” refers to the
constructs of what is normal and
what is acceptable in our society, and
participants are encouraged to share
their thoughts whether it be online
or during a discussion like the one
hosted by the OMA.
Anothershifting aspect ofthe OMA
office surrounds sharing general
immigration policies and bringing in
immigration lawyers and experts to
share their insights at events such as
“Know Your Rights.”
“This is different from the past—
there was no need to have this close
relationship with legal advice to share
their knowledge and their expertise,”
Kim said.
Administrators of the OMA are not
trained ina legal advisory capacity, but.
OMA said there has been an increase
in collaboration with legal counsels
and its need to be more aware of
outside resources.
“It has made our students feel
fearful,” Sundborg said, regarding the
Trump administration’s actions on
DACA and travel. “We have had fewer
international students that have been
coming to Seattle U. Families from
othercountries are more wary of what
will be the welcome that our students
will have in light of the environment
that has been created by the
president’s actions.”
In the Wellness and Health
Promotion Office, Director Ryan
Hamachek talked about the policies
that influence their work.
“We are actively staying the course
in the work we do in regard to Title
IX,” Hamachek said. “Our office is
related to prevention related to Title
IX on campus to prevent against
sexual assault.”
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Thousands took to the streets in the daysfollowingDonald Trump’s election.
On Sept. 22 the Department of
Education and the OfficeofCivil Rights
under the Obama Administration
published two documents that
informed colleges and universities
on how to prevent and respond to
sexual assault. These documents
were rescinded.
“While federal law and guidance
serves as a baseline for our policies,
it is our mission and values that
sustain our resolve on this issue,”
Title IX Coordinator Andrea Herrera
Katahira said in an email sent to
Seattle U students.
Changes include an increase in
the standard for proof for sexual
assault cases, moving away from the
preponderance standard of proof
that was the previous standard for
sexual assault conduct, which leans
one way “fifty percent and a feather,”
as opposed to “beyond reasonable
“We look at the data [National
College Health Assessment], and we
know what our students need, and we
do things related to that, rather than
to policy changes,” Hamachek said.
Similarly, Kim spoke to the dangers
of swaying to the political and legal
decisions of the past year.
“This administration is changing its
mind every five seconds,” Kim said.
“We are trying to ensure a balance
of meeting our students immediate
needs and also ensuring a sustainable
future for our department.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
doubt.” Seattle U continues to exercise
the preponderance based standard
ofproof.
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FOLKS WILL ‘SAY CHEESE’ FOR NEW RESTAURANT HAPPY GRILLMORE
Rachel Larson
Staff Writer
Happy Grillmore, not to be confused
with the 1996 movie starring Adam
Sandler “Happy Gilmore,” is serving
up smiles at their new burger joint
owned by the same folks who operate
Nate’s Wings and Waffles.
Originally finding success with their
food cart in Portland, power-couple
Darren and Kristine McGill have
spent the past seven years with sights
set on Seattle. They made the initial
decision to move north and open
Happy Grillmore as a food truck in
2012. After dominating that market,
they finally decided to turn their
dream into reality.
The restaurant opened its doors in
mid-October, meaning that the food
truck will no longer operate daily, but
is still available for catered events.
Voted best burger in both Portland
and Seattle, this menu has something
for everyone with a variety of burgers,
fries, milkshakes, pies and beer.
On Friday night, my roommates
and I braved the cold to check Happy
Grillmore out.
We were welcomed into an open
space,withpainted wood floors, ascrap
wood counter and open entryway to
the kitchen. Employees wandered in
and out laughing and joking around,
waiting for the Friday night rush to
hit. The main wall, painted a bright
turquoise, is decorated with portraits
of famous rappers: The Friday night
atmosphere was completed with the
large projector featuring that nights
basketball game.
The Chubs, Happy Grillmore’s
signature burger, is a 1/3 pound angus
beef patty with Tillamook cheese,
spinach, arugula, roasted red pepper
aioli and brown mustard of toasted
ciabatta. As you move down the menu,
most options are a slight variation on
the classic. The You Can Do It adds
onion rings, the Shroomsadds sauteed
mushrooms, and the Kalua Pork tops
the burger with Hawaiian style pulled
pork and sriracha.Californians will be
pleased to have the option of adding
avocado for only $1.
Happy Grillmore has six different
kinds of fries, all available for separate
purchase. Your friends who think
sweet potato is a healthier alternative
may be surprised to note the option of
sweet potato fries, and everyone else
can -enjoy the delicious natural cut
fries, or mix it up with garlic, truffle
or kalua pork fries. There are also four
kinds of dipping sauces available to
mix up the flavor.
We tried the Chubs, the Happy, and
the Kalua Pork, splitting the natural
cut and truffle fries. With immediate
consensus on flavor—oh so good—-
the jury’s still out on using ciabatta
buns versus traditional hamburger
buns. I loved it, but others need
more convincing.
My burger was prepared perfectly,
but a friend’s was too well done. They
offer a variety of dipping sauces for
french fries, though ifyou are the faint
of heart like me, the spicy aioli might
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Happy Grillmorefeatures unique burgers, such as the Happy Burger and Shrooms burger.
be too much for you.
Using the owner’s small batch ice
cream company as a base, Central
District Ice Cream Company, the
Happy Grillmore also offers a variety
of milkshakes. Starting with the
classics chocolate and vanilla, the
menu also boasts more fun flavors
like salted caramel, as well as other
seasonal options. If you’re avoiding
milkshakes due to the cold, Happy
Grillmore also serves handmade pies
to satisfy any sweet tooth.
For the 21+ folks, Happy Grillmore
has a selection of six beers: beloved
Rainier, Hi-Life, Corona, Heineken,
Dead Guy Ale and 6 Hop IPA. Younger
friends will have to settle for typical
fountain soda options, though they do
have ginger beer.
Unfortunately, Happy Grillmore has
no vegetarian or gluten-free options.
Happy Grillmore matches Nate’s
hours, and is open daily from 11 a.m.
to 10 p.m., though on Friday and
Saturday they stay open until 11 p.m.
If you’re worried about a wait, be sure
to get there before 7 or 8 p.m to avoid
the night timerush.
While it is difficult to beat the prices
of Seattle’s own Dicks or Lil’ Woody’s,
Happy Grillmore offers a wider
selection than these less expensive
spots and falls in line with prices of
other Capitol Hill burger spots such
as 8 Oz.
While Happy Grillmore has just
started to become a familiar name
in the Capitol HOI burger scene,
their recent arrival hasn’t stopped
the McGill couple from looking to
the future, with hopes to expand the
menu to include breakfast.
A location mere blocks away
from
Seattle U’s campus and a delicious
menu are strong indicatorsthat Happy
Grillmore will find success here
in Seattle.
Rachel may be reached at
rlarson@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: STRANGER THINGS 2 IS AN ‘ELEVEN’ OUT OF TEN
Hunter Uechi
StaffWriter
Nine episodes of “Stranger Things
2” were released on Netflix on Oct.
27, just in time to relish the eerie
special effects used to illustrate the
alternate world of the upside-down
for “Halloweekend”binge-watching.
The second season of“StrangerThings”
picks up where the first season left
off. The common notion that sequels
never live up to the original does not
apply to this series.“Stranger Things
2” continues to elevate its storyline by
including just as many spine chilling
scenes as the last and its complex
storyline remains unpredictable.
This season, the characters are
confronted with issues that are
relevant beyond the 1980s setting of
the show. For example, one of the new
characters this season, Max Mayfield,
experiences emotional and physical
abuse within her family. The audience
watches the different impacts abuse
has in her life and the way she tries to
cope with her pain.
Will Byers, Mike Wheeler, Lucas
Sinclair and Dustin Henderson are
again exposed to ridicule, threats and
physical abuse from school bullies.
Their strange interests and association
with the unexplainable events that
occurred the year before label them
as outcasts.
Will .discovers a newspaper clipping
in his locker with his eyes crossed out
and the words “Zombie Boy” written
below his picture. Paranoid and upset,
Will tries to overcome his emotions on
his own through drawing his version
of “Zombie Boy’’ Upon discovering
Will’s drawing, Will’s brother Jonathan
Byers (Charlie Heaton) provides
emotional support and understanding
for Will by reassuring him that being
called “Zombie Boy” is good because
it makes him different.
“Nobody normal ever accomplished
anything meaningful in their world,”
Johnathan said to Will.
Throughout the season, each
character searches for a sense of
belonging and a place to call home.
Embarking on a journey to find
her home, Eleven reunites with her
mother Terry Ives along the way. To
her disappointment, she discovers
thather longing for a home is not with
her biological mother, which sends
her further away from her home.
She attempts to leave her past behind
by traveling across the state, but
she realizes that she needed to leave
behind the pain and revenge she was
holding onto to recognize the joy in
her life and where her home lies.
Paying tribute to Barbara Holland’s
death in season one, Barbara’s parents,
Nancy Wheeler, Jonathan and Steve
Harrington navigate the different
stages of grief. Unconvinced that their
missing daughter is dead, Barbara’s
parents open an investigation to
discover Barbara’s whereabouts,
which forces Nancy to acknowledge
her repressed feelings towards
Barbara’s death and try to reconcile
the situation.
“Stranger Things 2” also builds
upon the powerful strength of the
female leads that were introduced
in the first season. Joyce and Eleven
were the main beacons of strength
in season one, exemplified by Joyce’s
persistence in the pursuit of her son
and Eleven’s choice to put the needs of
othersbefore the needs ofherself.
wrote Nancy as a more courageous
and bold character. She opposes
standards in her life that she had
previously reluctantly abided by.
She fights against the injustices done
by the Hawkins scientists and the
expectations generated by the high
school hierarchy.
Max is another powerful female
lead. Max is a praiseworthy character
because of her rebellious and
individualistic personality. She breaks
gender norms in the 1980s by skate
boarding through the halls of Hawkins
Middle, playing and dominating the
leaderboard in arcade games and
dressing up on Halloween as Michael
Myers from“Halloween.”
“Stranger Things 2” leaves room
for a third installment in the series,
as the final scene sparks many
unanswered questions for the viewer.
This season, The Duffer Brothers
The last moments of the series quickly Brothers will continue in their two-
juxtaposed a safe and warm moment season success, it will be thrilling to
with a startling reminder of the see what other horrors and character
menacing world that still exists. developments “Stranger Things” has
The nostalgic feeling of “Stranger in store.
Things” along with the intricate and
emotionally raw storyline keeps Hunter may be reached at
audiences engaged and wanting huechi@su-spectator.com
more. Optimistic that the Duffer
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“ART TO READ” SHOWCASES COMPLEXITY IN BOOKS AND COMICS
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
Intricate drawings, abstract art, and
rhythmic music filled the Seattle
Center for the Short Run Comix and
Art Festival on Saturday, Nov. 4.
The Short Run Comix and Art
Festival showcased artists that created
work imagining books in obscure
ways through art and comics. Artists
reimagined books through installation
pieces, hand-drawn comics and
sketches. Some of the artists chose to
draw comics large scale on styrofoam
or usedhand-cut paper technique and
ceramic tiles.
The festival kicked off with a
reception for the art show“Art to Read”
at the SOIL Gallery on Thursday.
“Folks are kind of pushing the
boundaries of- the idea of a book
and how we read comics, how we
read books, arts and that sort of
thing so we have eight artists in the
show,” Jessica Hoffman, co-curator of
“Art to Read,” said.
Hoffman, along with co-curators
Eroyn Franklin and Kelly Froh from
ShortRun facilitated the ideaofhaving
a book centered art show and made
the proposal for this exhibit during
their annual opencall for shows.
“It was attested so the three of us
put together this show and to coincide
with the Short Run Comix and Arts
Festival,” Hoffman said.
Along with being a curator, Hoffman
has two of her pieces featured in
the gallery including a piece titled
“Alternative Motive Communication
of the Era ofDigital Surveillance” and
an experience called the “Imagination
Hut” that was the collaborative effort
of Hoffman and 14 other artists.
“Alternative Motive’ is a paper
phone made out of a cone shape with
string and you pull it and you can talk
into it kind of like a tin can phone,”
Hoffman said. “It’s based around this
idea that there’s a lot of surveillance
and our phones are always on the
radar, so this is the way we can
communicate with someone feeling
like no one will interfere in your
conversation or record it.”
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Visitors can view and step inside the
“Imagination Hut” a large fort made
out of fabric in a tent-like structure.
On the inside of the hut, pockets are
filled with books that were donated to
the curators by exhibitors at the Short
Run Comix & Arts Festival.
“You can go in there, there are some
little beanbag chairs, and you can sit
and read comics and then there’s a
vinyl installation. So it’s kind of like
this all-encompassing little cozy little
room to read,” Hoffman said.
Artists Yuka Petz and Martine
Workman also provided artwork
for the show, creating pieces that
challenge the way society views books
and letters.
“’Travel Plant’ is the piece I’m most
excited about,” said Workman. “It’s a
portable plant in a book.”
Workman creates zines and features
a series of drawings about her living
room at the gallery.
Petz’s piece “Structural Qualities
of Serifs” included serif letters that
visitors ofthe gallerywere encouraged
to interactwith.
“The letters I’ve really spent a long
time with the idea that people would
engage with them and lay with them
and build,” Petz said. “The structure
of the serifs allows it to kind of hang
on to itself so you can actually create
these interesting organic forms.”
Petz also had a video piece featured
in the gallery, which incorporated
different letters dropping and moving
through different backgrounds.
Petz said that she found interest in
analyzing letterforms off the page,
and wants people to have a moment
to think about letters as more than
carriers and objects.
“They are really amazing modular
components and elements and I think
it’s interesting to consider their form
and consider them as unique objects
and what happens to them,” Petz said.
The festival ended with color,
lights and music at The Vera Project,
where Short Run hosted an after-
party. Guests mingled as they enjoyed
beverages, listened to groovy music
provided by DJ Pepperazzi and DJ
Traditional Grrl, take pictures at a
photo booth and enjoyed additional
art pieces.
While exploring ideas about books,
arts and comics, the festival provided
a space for thought, creativity, and
imagination. “Art to Read” is free
of charge and is open through
Dec. 2, 2017.
Hoffman said, “We pulled together
some artists that are doing some really
interesting things. They are thinking
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Headpins by AndreaLukic at the 7th Annual Short Run Comix & Arts Festival.
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The poster for the 7th Annual Short Run Comix & Arts Festival.
about a book as an installation piece
and thinking outside the box.”
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
DIA DE LOS MUERTOS EVENT ‘BUILDS BRIDGES’ FOR SEATTLE
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
“Now more than ever we must come
together and raise our collective
consciousness,” Roxana Amaral said
in both English and Spanish. Amaral
was the Master of Ceremonies for
the 13th annual Dia de los Muertos
Celebration Nov. 2 at El Centro
de la Raza.
Along with the dancing, food and
performances, the day was filled
with discussions on politics, human
rights and justice for marginalized
communities. The theme of the
celebration was “building bridges
not walls,” or “construyendo
puentes no paredes.”
The performance hall was packed
with people snacking on pan de
muerto y chocolate (bread of the dead
and hot chocolate). In an adjoining
room, there were several artists who
were selling arts and crafts. One
particularly colorful table contained
everything from wallets with llamas
on them to multicolor hats. The
woman standing by the display shared
that her parents in Peru had made all
of the items she was selling.
Vibrantly clad members of Salsa N
Seattle performed a spin on traditional
salsa dancing, including moves from
Michael Jacksons Thriller. A group of
young girls with white flowing dresses
and painted faces were a crowd
favorite; faces in the crowd lit up with
smiles as the youngsters showed off
their moves.
In an adjacent building, there
was a hallway lined with altars
decorated with bowls of food, bread,
photographs, toys and a variety of
other offerings.
Pily Del Riego, a junior Marine and
Conservation Biology major at Seattle
University, explained the tradition of
the altars.
“In my culture, we believe that after
you die, you come to these stairs,” Del
Riego said. “The idea is that the people
who have passed away come back on
the day of the dead to drink the water
and food that you left for them on the
altar. We leave things that they used
to love when they were alive so that
they can go back to the stairs and have
more strength to gain forgiveness and
proceed up the stairs to eventually get
to heaven.”
The hallway filled with altars was
bustling with people walking around
and observing the variety of items
on the altars. Several social justice
organizations were standing by altars
they had created, explaining their
cause to visitors.
One of these groups was De-
Escalate Washington. Behind the
altar was a tarp displaying the
names of individuals killed by police
nationwide. On the table, there were
LED lights in vases, some of them with
printouts of the faces of individuals
such as Charleena Lyles, who was shot
and killed by police thisyear in Seattle.
“The pictures of the people that you
see with the candles are people who
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An altar ofremembrance at the 13th AnnualDia de los Muertos Exhibit Opening Night.
have been killed just in Washington
State,” Sophia Keener, volunteer
Outreach Coordinator with De-
Escalate Washington, said. “When
I first pulled the list, we had 33
individuals who had been murdered,
but I had to go back to the store
and get another vase because two
days ago, we had a 34th. We are also
still in the process of writing names
on these banners, because the list
updates everyday.”
Members of a local Seattle branch
of Amnesty International attended to
another altar. Amnesty International
is a movement that campaigns to
end human rights abuses. Their altar
was titled “We Are Defending the
Land with our Blood,” dedicated to
murdered environmental activists in
Latin America.
The 13th annual Dia De Los Muertos
celebration ranged from lighthearted
NOVEMBER 8,2017 i
dancing and snacks to intense
discussions on social injustices. The
event served to show community
members a cultural tradition as well as
attempting to bring folks together to
fight against the injustices in the world
bybuilding bridges, not walls.
“If you remember anything from
tonight’s celebration, let it be that
when we are in a crisis, the people of
the world must rush to get to know
each other,” Roxana Amaral said. “On
this Dia de los Muertos celebration,
we honor those who struggle for the
poor, the environment and justice
for all. We must do everything in
our power to defend our immigrant
communities and the most vulnerable
people in our society.”
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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LOCAL ART EXHIBITION EXPLORES LABOR AND VALUE
Gillian Monty
Volunteer Writer
Fruit peels, bent pins and broken
porcelain vessels dangled from
the walls of the 4Culture gallery in
Pioneer Square on Thursday, Nov. 2.
This assortment of objects was a part
of an installation called “Production
Valued,” which is the brainchild of
Satpreet Kahlon, a Seattle-based artist
from Punjab, India.
Draping from wooden scaffolding,
a scarf-like spool created from
deconstructed t-shirts encircled
the gallery. Elements of film, which
featured the artist, her mother and her
grandmother, neighbored the colorful
loop of fabric. FaceTime clips of the
artist and her relatives were included,
as well as clips of the artist and her
mother performing various forms of
labor, such as mopping and sewing.
“Production Valued” examined
Kahlon’s positionality as a laborer and
an artist working within the limiting
conditions of a capitalist institution.
The project grappled with the idea of
both rejecting and operating within
the institution simultaneously.
Logan Franken, Kahlons partner,
said that the purpose of Kahlon’s
multimedia installationwas to expose
labor practices that are often hidden.
For example, in “Production Valued,”
Kahlon disclosed the underground
labor that contributed to her own
artistic endeavor. The laborers, many
of whom are fellow students at the
Rhode Island School of Design, were
honored with photographs of their
hands alongside meaningful captions.
Hands, as suggested by Kahlon, are
the essence of labor production and
assigned value.
As indicated in “ProductionValued,”
the t-shirt also serves as a symbol of
laborand value.
“Exposure through detail isradical,”
Franken said when discussing the
analogous relationship between
the labor production and a t-shirt’s
subtlety and complexity.
Additionally, Franken touched
on the accessibility of Kahlons
installation. Upon entrance to the
gallery, the artist provided handouts
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which described the physical and
conceptual components of her piece.
AndrewBrown, a friend ofthe artist,
shared that the best way to interpret or
create meaning from art is to literally
describe what is happening. Brown
examined “Contending with the
Insufficiency of Memorial,” a segment
of “Production Valued” which is
comprised of translucent fabric
suspended from a jumbled display of
wooden scaffolding, a mass of blue
threads and countless sewing needles.
“This is tangled,” Brown said,
pointing to the knotted blue thread
hanging from the wooden structure.
“Everything’s odd, and then there is a
recognizable image.”
The “recognizable image” Brown
referred to was Kahlon’s hand-
stitched version of the American
Eagle Outfitters logo. The branding
appeared on the front of a translucent
t-shirt in addition to the words
“I’m a Keeper.”
This portion of “Production
Valued” prompted Brown to reflect
and inquire—How do we decide
what is kept and what is discarded?
Whathas value? How does the system
determinevalue?
According toBrown, this segmentof
the installation served as commentary
on the labor and production that
constitutes value. More specifically,
Brown’s interpretation spoke to the
lack of recognition with regard to
laborers and their production. Brown
acknowledged that one could view the
piece as a symbol of deconstruction of
laborand value aswell, as seen in other
elements of “Production Valued.”
The cyclic natureofconstruction and
deconstruction, which is tantamount
to ‘doing’ and ‘undoing,’ was central to
Kahlon’s installation.
A portion ofthe installation titled “A
Slow Unraveling of the Same Thread,”
exhibited multiple videos ofthe artist’s
mother stitching a blue thread onto a
grey t-shirt. In juxtaposition to these
videos, Kahlon was filmed undoing
the same thread that her mother
had sewn.
In response to this portion of her
installation, the artist said that she was
caught in an ethical dilemma.
“Am I honoring the laborby undoing
the stitches? Or am I just undoing the
work,” she said.
Jordan Howland, the selector
and distributor of King County’s
art collection, addressed the artist’s
recognition of systematic labor and
domestic labor. A common result
of systematic value production is
erasure of people and their labor.
Specifically, people of color. Howland,
as a administrator of the institution,
said that she had struggled with
Kahlon’s message. However, Howland
was able to recognize the validity and
significance of the artist’s project.
“Satpreet has pushed me,”
Howland said, after acknowledging
the underrepresentation of people
of color in government owned and
operated systems.
According to Howland, “Production
Valued” not only exposed the
deconstruction of labor that
constitutes the creation of systematic
and domestic labor, but also honors
people of color.
Kahlon said, “The only thing more
impossible than trying to understand
and undo is to not try at all.”
The editormay be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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DEBRIEF OF THE 2017 NFL TRADES
AlecDowning
Volunteer Writer
The NFL generally has the quietest
trade deadline of the major American
sports leagues. This was not the
case for this years deadline, which
occurred at 1p.m. Pacific Standard
Time, Oct. 31.
The Seattle Seahawks completed
a trade with the Houston Texans for
left tackle Duane Brown. The initial
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WOMEN’S SOCCER FALLS IN FIFTH STRAIGHT WAC FINALS
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
Seattle University women’s soccer
team, seeded number four, came
short oftheir NCAA Tournament win
at the Western Athletic Conference
tournament that was held in Phoenix,
Arizona Nov. 1-5. A hard-fought final
game resulted in penalty kicks, where
Seattle U came up short.
The Redhawks started their
tournament play against New Mexico
State.Laura Hooper got the Redhawks
on the board in the first half as she
scored from 15yards out. She finished
a pass from Jessie Ray, making a one
touch shot into the back of the net.
They increased their lead to 2-0 in the
48th minute as Rachel Bowler found
Holly Rothering at the top of the 18-
yard box.
Less than 10 minutes later, Natasha
Howe cleaned up a loose ball after
Rosalie Sittauer’s shot was deflected.
deal had Seattle sending cornerback
Jeremy Lane, along with draft picks,
back toHouston. However, Lane failed
his physical and will stay with Seattle.
The tea.ms amended the trade. Seattle
will now receive Brown and a 2018
fifth-round draft pick. Houston will
receive a 2018 third-round pick and
a 2019 second-round pick Brown is a
well-regarded offensive lineman. The
Seahawks hope he can help solidify
an offensive line that has struggled for
the past several years.
The New England Patriots sent
backup quarterback JimmyGaroppolo
to the San Francisco 49ers for a 2018
second-round pick. Garoppolo has
backed up Tom Brady since 2014. In
that time, he has only started in two
games. Despite his lack of experience,
he is highly regarded, partly due to the
fact he has learned under Brady. The
trade will not turn the 49ers’ current
season around, but is a move for
their future. It is uncertain when, but
Garoppolo may be given a chance to
Howe was there to put away the loose
ball, extending the Redhawks lead to
3-0 in the 57th minute. The Redhawks
closed out day one with a solid win
over the Aggies, extending their stay
in Phoenix a little longer as they
moved on to the semifinals.
Seattle U was back on the pitch
just a few days later as they took on
the regular season WAC champions,
University ofMissouri Kansas City on
Nov. 3. Once again, Seattle U started
the game off with an early goal in the
17th minute. The Redhawks held on
as they took down UMKC, finishing
the game with a 1-0 win and granting
Seattle U their fifth straight WAC
Championship game appearance.
Utah Valley was Seattle U’s
opponent for the championship game.
Before the second half, the Redhawks
took the lead with a header goal by
Howe. UVU tied the game with a
goal by Siri Dahl in the 89th minute,
forcing overtime.
lead his own team and prove he is a
franchise quarterback.
The Miami Dolphins sent running
back Jay Ajayi to the Philadelphia
Eagles in exchange for a 2018 fifth-
round pick. Ajayi has rushed for
465 yards without a touchdown this
season. Ajayi was a Pro Bowler just
last year, but his relationship with
Miami’s coaches is strained. This trade
provides the Eagles depth, and for
just the cost of a fourth-round pick, it
could pay huge dividends ifAjayi can
get back to his 2016 form.
The Buffalo Bills traded defensive
tackle Marcell Dareus to the
Jacksonville Jaguars in exchange for
a 2018 sixth-round pick. Jacksonville
leads the league in sacks this season,
and this addition only upgrades their
stout defense. Buffalo acquired wide
receiver Kelvin Benjamin from the
Carolina Panthers for a third and
seventh-round pick in 2018. Buffalo
has lacked a receiving threat since
trading away their most productive
Overtime remained scoreless. What
looked like the game-winning goal by
Seattle U was ultimately ruled offside,
and the game went to PKs. Hooper
converted the first kick, but while
UVU would make their next three
attempts, Seattle U would make none.
“Overall I am very proud with how
we performed. We had an extra game,
while other teams that we played
didn’t have that extra game,” head
coach Julie Woodward said. “We faced
adversity in the middle of the season
with injuries and not getting results
that we had hoped to have gotten,
but how we finished the season is
something that I am very impressed
with. We finished strong.”
“The WAC tournament was a great
experience and I think that we were
playing some of our best soccer,”
senior captain Madeline Recine said.
“It was a bummer to end our season
on PKs, but the girls showed a lot of
heart, and although it is bittersweet,
receiver, Sammy Watkins. Benjamin
is averaging 14.8 yards per catch this
season with two touchdowns. '
The Los Angeles Chargers traded
wide receiver Dontrelle Inman to
the Chicago Bears for a conditional
2018 seventh-round pick. The pick is
conditional on Inman’s performance
for the remainder of the season.
The Cleveland Browns attempted to
trade for Cincinnati Bengals backup
quarterback AJ McCarron. The trade
fell through when Cleveland failed to
file the proper paperwork before the
deadline. Cleveland appealed to no
avail, and the trade was denied.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
I’m happy with the outcome.”
Seattle U’s women’s soccer program
once again had another standout
season. Even when faced with
adversity in the middle of the season
as players battled through injuries, the
Redhawks still fought their way to yet
another championship game.
The writer may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
COURTESY: DARRYL WEBB/WAC
Seattle U makes itsfifth appearances in
the WAC Championshipfinals.
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SU SWIMMING PERFORMS UNDER PRESSURE
Sam Schultheis
Digital Media Coordinator
The normally calm Connolly
Center pools erupted with raucous
energy this past Saturday as Seattle
University’s swim teams took on their
rival, Simon Fraser University (SFU).
The constant sound of cheering, and
Occasional sound of cowbells, echoed
off the cavernous walls and the pool
deck was crowded with swimmers
performing their pre-race rituals:
stretching, jumping and dancing
behind the swim blocks.
In this energetic atmosphere,
the mens team (1-2) faced little
competition beating SFU by over
100 points, 185.5-73.5. The energy
intensified for the women’s team (2-
4) resulting in a narrow loss for the
Redhawks, 132.5-125.5.
Head coach Craig Nisgor, who
is in his seventh year leading the
Redhawks, was proud of all his
swimmers, regardless of the score.
“We’re still in heavy training,” he
AUDI MLS CUP CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS WRAP UP
Caylah Lunning
StaffWriter
Major League Soccer (MLS) has
officially started to wrap up as the
remaining MLS teams seek the
MLS Audi Cup. Still in playoffs
after conference semifinals are the
Seattle Sounders, Houston Dynamo,
Columbus Crew, and Toronto FC.
The Western-Conference kicked
things off on Oct. 29 as the Seattle
SAMIRA SHOBE4RI • THE SPECTATOR
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explained, and they’re “not backing
down” from the workouts anytime
soon. “People are pushing through. You
can see with some people the training
is taking its toll. Unfortunately, we
weren’t able to close races out. Well,
that’s going to come with a lot more
rest and a lot more work.”
“The team knows they need to swim
fast when they’re tired,” Nisgor said.
As far as times go, they did, with
swimmers breaking personal bests
and keeping up with record times.
Paige Treff, for example, tied the pool
record in the 50-yard freestyle.
For Nisgor, it was important that the
Redhawks supported their teammates
during races. With two events left, he
pulled the team together for a pep talk.
“Lay down everything you have,” he
said. “Let’s get out there and be as loud
as we can!”
Fortunately, the next race, the men’s
200-yard individual medley, was one
worth making noise about. For the
first half of the race, SFU swimmer
Rolando Hernandez steadily pulled
Sounders faced against the Vancouver
Whitecaps. In the first of two legs for
the series, the Sounders traveled to
Vancouver where both teams came
out scoreless.
In the last game, the Whitecaps
came to Seattle. Clint Dempsey
caused some excitement in the 56th
minute as he found the back of
the net from the top of the 18 yard
box. That wasn’t all that we’d seen
form Dempsey that night, as he
snuck his way to the back post and
capitalized on- a cross in from Victor
Rodriguez, securing the Sounders
another Western-Conference
Championship game.
The action continued in the
Western-Conference as the Portland
Timbers hosted Houston Dynamo.
After 90 minutes this game would
result in a tie. In game two, the
Timbers traveled to Houston to
finish out the series. Dairon Asprilla
(POR) scored in the 39th minute.
Defender Dylan Remick (HOU)
tied the game moments later in the
43rd minute.
ahead of Seattle U’s Ben Nussbaum,
gaining a full body length lead-two
whole seconds-through the butterfly
and backstroke legs.
Nussbaum made an impressive
comeback though, using his strength
in breaststroke to catch Hernandez.
For the final two laps of the race, the
two were neck-in-neck, and shocked
the pool by tying the race with a time
of 1:55.68.
Men’s captain Jack Baldoni saw
his team’s strong performance at the
meet as a good sign for the future.
“This early, the times we’re putting
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SU Swimmers, sporting black caps, Jason Klein (Right) and Morgan Montemayor
(Left) competed against Simon Frasier College on Saturday.
In the second half, Mauro Manotas
secured the Dynamos fate after he
made a shot from outside the box.
Houston keeps their playoffrun going
as they will face the Seattle Sounders
in a two-game series on Nov. 21 and
Nov. 30 for the Western-Conference
Championship. The winner of the
two-game series will advance to the
MLS Championships.
Shifting over to the Eastern-
Conference, Toronto FC faced the
New York Red Bulls in New York.
In game one, Victor Vazquez (TOR)
scored in the 8th minute. Right before
the half, Daniel Royer (NY) scored
a penalty kick in extra time. In the
second half, Sebastian Giovinco
(TOR) secured a win for Toronto as
he scored off a free kick from 20 yards
out, in the 71st minute.
In the final game, the Red Bulls
traveled to Toronto. Red Bulls
secured a 1-0 victory with a goal
from Bradley Wright-Phillips.
However, Toronto FC advanced to the
Eastern-Conference finals on an away
goal tiebreaker.
Invitational and our whole season,”
he said.
Nisgor was also confident about the
future, and proud of his swimmers’
hard work.
“Therewere a bunch of lifetime-best
swims today,” he said, “and we’re in the
middle of the season—we’re not even
in the middle of the season, we’re less
than two months into our training! So
to have that happen is pretty good.”
Sam may be reached at
sschultheis@su-spectator.com
Columbus Crew traveled to New
York in the first leg of the Eastern-
Conference semifinals, taking on
New York City FC. In game one,
Ola Kamara (COL) scored in the
6th minute. After the half, Artur de
Lima JR (COL) scored, putting the
Crew up. That didn’t stop there, as
Justin Meram (COL) scored in the
69th minute.
NYCFC came back as David Villa
(NY) scored on a defensive error in
the back in the 78th minute. Harrison
Afful (COL) scored and locked in a
4-1 upset win over NYFC.
During game two ofthe series, Villa
(NY) scored in the 16th minute from
a penalty kick, giving NYCFC the lead
going into the half. NYCFC’s Andraz
Struna scored from distance in the
53rd minute, securing a victory for
NYCFC. However, Columbus Crew
advanced to the Eastern-Conference
final and will face Toronto FC Nov. 21
and Nov. 29.
The Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSION WITH GOALKEEPER ASHLEY ROUTH
Sophia Wells
Staff Writer
Ashley Routh of the Seattle U wom-
en’s soccer team recently earned the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
Defensive Player of the Week honor
for the week of Oct. 23 to 29. The
goalkeeper had an impressive perfor-
mance at the senior night game, with
six saves in the shutout victory.
SW: Did you expect that you’d be play-
ing soccer in college?
AR: I knew I wanted to, I knew it was
an idea but didn’t know that it was
something that could actually happen,
so it was kind of a surprise I would
say. Going to all the showcase tour-
naments, it was something that was
in the back of my mind that I didn’t
know that I wanted. But I’m glad it did
happen.
SW: Do you hope to take soccer
past college?
AR: I don’t think so. I think that this
level right here isperfect. In college, I
never really thought about doing any-
more than that and so I don’t think
I would want to do so. I think this
is good.
SW: How do you feel now that the sea-
son is over?
AR: It’s sad, it was definitely a rough
season I think all the way through.
There were some ups and downs but
I’m really proud of how we came out
of it. We were on such a roll at the end
of the season that it’s kind ofunfortu-
nate to have it end the way it did, at
the time it did too. And especially be-
ing gone for a majority of the season
with an injury, I didn’t get to play as
much as I wanted...I missed so much
of the season that I’m sad that I came
back at the time I did because it seems
so short.
SW: What has been your best game
or save?
AR: Save-wise would probably be in
the semi final game, the last 15 sec-
onds of the WAC championship on
Friday was probably my biggest and
most important save I would say. Be-
cause they were the number one seed
and we were kind of the underdogs in
it, and to have a lead and to preserve
it on a single save, and to have the last
final touch of the game was probably
the biggest and most important save.
SW: What do you like about the Se-
attle U soccer team?
AR: I lovehow close we all are. I think
that was a big deciding factorwhen I
chose Seattle U is to just see when I
came on myvisit how close everybody
was. It didn’t matter what age you
were or what class you were in, every-
body is so close and the atmosphere at
practice and traveling and in school,
it’s just so close. We have such a good
bond and I think that’s one of the best
parts about it is that we all have fun.
We’re here to play competitive soccer,
but it’s true in college too, I made 26
best friends on this team.
SW: How do you balance being a stu-
dentathlete?
AR: It’s definitely hard, it really is, es-
pecially having a fall sport. Because
you’re here, you only get a month of
summer and then we’re here at the
beginning of August. Being here a
month, two months without school
is really great, but as soon as school
hits it’s really hard to balance. But it’s
so doable, they provide you with so
many different resources inside the
classroom and outside the classroom
and different people that make it very
much achievable. It is definitely hard
but it’s something that can be done.
SW: Do you have a player or team that
you admire?
AR: The Women’s National Team. I’ve
always looked up to them. It’s always
been so cool, especially with that big
outbreak about how women’s sports
and the women’snational team doesn’t
get as much recognition and pay as
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the men, and just to see how hard they
fight and how much they’ve accom-
plished and not getting rewarded how
they should. I think that’s something
to lookup to.
SW: What does it mean to you to have
won the WAC Defensive Player of
the Week?
AR: It meant a lot, being in a confer-
ence like this is something that I’ve
always wanted to be in. We work so
hard, all ofus work so hard and a lot of
people don’t get recognized, so to be
able to be one who was recognized, it
was so cool. Comingback from the in-
jury, that was only my second or third
game. To have gotten something that
I’ve been working for for three years,
it meant a lot. You work so hard, and
to finally be recognized, especially as
a goalkeeper too because I feel like
that’s really hard, you feel accom-
plished. And it was something to push
forward, you want to workharder, you
want to get it again.
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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Sophomore GKAshley Routh.
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OPINION
Dennys, the American diner chain, used to be open on Christmas Day. From its conception in 1953 until 1988, its doors remained open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week — zero exceptions.
That is until 1988, when the company decided to close its restaurants for one day out of the year so that Dennys employees could spend Christmas Day with
their families instead of serving food to other families.
The only problem is that many of its restaurants had no locks. Some restaurants had locks, but the keys were long lost and forgotten about. Throughout the year
in 1988, Dennys spent time and moneyreplacing or adding about 700 locks to restaurants around the country.
Now it’s 2017 and Seattle University doesn’t have locks in their classrooms.
Last week, Public Safety sent out an email to the university saying that they will be adding locks to classrooms over the next few months. Therefore, the locks
might not even be fully added until 2018.
Again, Denny’s installed locks in 1988. Seattle U is adding them in 2018.
I think this is astounding to due the university’s location in the heart of Seattle.
Unlike Denny’s, there’s lots oftimes where classrooms may need to be locked. We have an opencampus in downtown Seattle. Anyone can walk onto our campus
and enter any building they would like to during the day.
In the email, Public Safety said that classrooms were “by design” left without locks, which is a failed design aspect. They cited classroom transitions as the main
concern, but realistically that argument is pretty unfounded.
Seattle U has 10 minutes in between classes, and an average class size of 20.. In middle school, I had 5 minutes to go to my next class with a average class size of
30 students
,
and we made it on time every single day. And those doors were lockable.
Further, Public Safety is requesting for the doors to be unlocked except in cases ofemergencies, so I’m really failing to see how this would impede the speed of
transitions.
It really just sounds like Seattle U was cheap awhile back, and nowthat Americans are shooting up public places fromcoast to coast on a higher frequency than
ever before, students might be a littleconcerned about having zero lockable classroom doors.
Fall Ball is almost here! With just one day left, SEAC cannot wait to welcome our friends and peers to the Seattle Aquarium for our annual event. We as a
council are privileged and humbled for the opportunity to share, dance, and create memories at one of Seattle’s most iconic locations. We are looking forward to
the wonderful aquatic sights and sounds of this venue, as well as the delightful company of some marine critters!
You may have seen throughout our social media outlets and on-campus video boards that we’re attempting something new by being fully transparent about
alcohol and substance consumption at Fall Ball. As we address this topic as aSeattle U event, SEAC would like to encourageabstaining from alcohol and substance
use at Fall Ball, and also safe and reasonable alcohol consumption prior to the event, if studentschoose to drink. This is addressed in orderto fully conduct Seattle
University’s Alcohol and Drug policy for university-sponsored events. SEAC and its advisors have met consistently to support safe practices of substance and
alcohol consumption, in the interest ofkeeping Fall Ball a fun and memorable event.
Students deemed to be disregarding these conditions and endangering the space, people, and animals at Fall Ball will be subject to disciplinary actions such as:
removal from the event, prevention from entering, and punitive write-ups in accordance with the student code on conduct.
We are taking extra precautions this year due to the nature of the event and its location. The Seattle Aquarium ishome to hundreds of delicate, living creatures
which will be accessible to the attendees throughout the entire event. Therewill also be open touch pools housing various types ofsea-life. As guests ofthis space,
we encourage the utmost safety and respect towards the animals ofthe Seattle Aquarium, as well as the staff, security, and volunteers that will be working the event
alongside SEAC.
We hope for Fall Ball to continue to be one ofSeattle U’s entertaining and educationalevents. SEAC isbeyond excited to share this space with you all, and hope
to see you there for a memorableand fun night “Under the Sound,” November 9th. We’d also like to thank the Spectator for giving us a platform to speak about
safety at Fall Ball.
For more informationregarding this event, check out the “SEAC” portal on ConnectSU.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofNick Turner, Chris Salsbury, Shelby Barnes, Tess Riski, AnnaKaplan, JoshMerchant, MichelleNewblom, Haley Witt, EmilyMozzone, Cam Peters
and Sam Schultheis. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator orSeattle University.
IT’S 2017 AND SEATTLE U DOESN’T HAVE LOCKABLE DOORS
—Anna Kaplan, News Editor
COURTESY UNDER THE SOUND
—Kyle Woo, SEAC Creative Director
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ASK MAMA
MOZZONE
by Emily Mozzonc
Giving relationship advice of any kind.
Q® I have a huge crush on my• bestfriend and idk what to do
about it:(
A
As long as A) you don’t live together, B) their romantic/sexual
• orientation lines up with yours and C) you know your friendship
• would be fine if they knew and didn’t reciprocate. I’ve been
friends with girls/guys who’ve had crushes on me, let me know,
and after I decline we continue to be friends. Fun fact: the first time my
current boyfriend asked me out, I actually said no (long story), but we
continued to be friends afterwards. It’s always best to be honest with your
feelings, even ifit’s hard to sometimes.
Q® Do you think astrology has any importance on relationships?*
A
I wantto say no, but I’ve been screwed over by more Libras than I
• can count. And as much as I want to say star signs aren’t grounded
• inreality, I’m as stereotypical of a Taurus as they come :/
Take astrology with a grainof salt, and ifyou’re goingto use it, be
sure to look at a person’s entire chart insteadof just their sun sign.
Q0 My girlfriend is superpretty and smells like cinnamon and her birthdayis coming up. I wanna do something specialfor her! She likes Denny's,
sci-fi movies, and going to the beach, but we do all ofthat pretty often so
I’d like to do something extra special, any suggestions?
A'• First of all your description of her is incredibly cute. There’s two
• main ways you can go for a gift: sentimental or experience-based.
For sentimental, anything handmade or with a lot ofthoughtbehind
it will work! Make her something creative, it doesn’t matter if it’s well-
polished, she’ll love the effort you put in just for her. For an experience, take
her somewhere! Maybe you can find another deliciously terrible diner to go
to, or go on a road trip to a beach she’s never seen, or take her somewhere
as a surprise! Good luck <3
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